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Address Taiwan Glass Ind Corp. (Hsinchu Factory) TS 
Taiwan Glass Group 
470, Sec. 4 
Chunghua Rd. 
Hsinchu, 300

Country Taiwan, R.O.C.

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Produces float glass

The Hsinchu plant´s main product is container glass. The plan has engaged in technological collaboration with America´s Wheaton Glass, Germany´s
Veba Glass, and Japan´s Yamamura Glass since it began operation in 1969, and acquired NNPB glass blowing technology from Germany´s Heye
Glass. By manufacturing lightweight bottles with even thickness, we help customers cut costs and energy losses. To better meet customers´ needs, we
have continued to develop colored bottles in recent years

In conjunction with our adoption of six-color printing technology and colorful packaging box design, we have now completed investment in equipment
for producing colored glasses offering customers an even wider range of product options.

We currently provide OEM and OD and services to well-known international household appliance and hardware assembly firms. We can fabricate
molds with styling meeting customers' needs, and use high quality raw materials to produce acid/alkali-resistant products able to withstand heating to
150°C and above. We employ integrated kitchenware glass production processes, and blowing, molding, opening cutting, mouth compression, and
printing are performed in a continuous process. This ensures product quality and allows us to maintain the highest level of customer satisfaction.
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